Actionable Insights
Digital Marketing. Smarter.

And our family of companies:


Picking customers
from

your competitor’s pockets.

Better technology
white-labeled for agencies.

Technology-driven direct mail.

Delivering engaged leads
so sales people can sell.

GET SPECIFIC
Wasted impressions = wasted money.

You know what you get with traditional geofencing? Wasted impressions.
Our rooftop targeting throws out the old-school targeting circles, whose radius
often includes businesses that are so far outside your vertical it’s laughable.
Instead, we draw tight, precise nets around the exact locations you want to target.

Target your competitors and
ONLY your competitors.
Is your competitor part of a strip mall? We can isolate them without a problem.
That’s how specific our platform is.

YOUR
COMPETITION’S
LOCATION WITH
PEOPLE YOU NEED
TO TARGET

Random people you’d be wasting money to target.
(This is what traditional geofencing does)

AUDIENCE IDENTIFICATION
INTELLIGENT
DESIGN

Audience ID is in our DNA. Anyone can send an email,
but most will fail to identify high-converting
audiences. Even the most amazing campaign will
mean nothing if it’s not delivered to the right people.
That’s why AI has gone to painstaking lengths to
develop tools that allow us to identify people
participating in the buying cycle in real time.

Our design team is ready to
revolutionize your marketing efforts. It’s not
just about a pleasing aesthetic.
It’s about knowing your audience and
the many segments within it.

We are experts at creating graphics and
videos that appeal to each and every
facet of your target audience.

EXECUTION & DEPLOYMENT

In the digital landscape, a distinct split between
traditional digital and new digital has emerged.
Traditional digital has become a set of “and also”
tools that agencies use because they’re simple
to execute and don’t require firms to stay up to
date on cutting-edge technology.
At AI we are always on the cutting edge. We’ve
found a way to leverage both styles of digital
advertising in ways that no one else can match,
and our clients have reaped the benefits.

ANALYTIC
INSIGHTS
We track conversions. If your digital marketing firm
can’t track conversions and ROI on your marketing
spend, it’s either because they don’t know how, or they
don’t want you to see those numbers.
Engagement metrics are important but often have
nothing to do with actual results. What good are
10 million impressions and 800k clicks if nobody
converts? AI delivers real conversions that
prove our campaigns are working.

WE ARE
AN IDEA
COMPANY.
Never stagnating, we are constantly coming up
with new ideas and keeping ahead of the trends to
ensure the best marketing experience possible.

We will only get behind strategy that will drive results.
We focus on audience identification.
We focus on details and a granular understanding of the marketplace.

“The best messaging and marketing
strategy in the world fails when it’s
delivered to the wrong audience.”

“Branding is no longer a strategy to be capitalized. Instead,
branding is the by-product of driving robust conversions and
providing a good user experience. Let them tell each other how
great you are, that’s all they listen to anyway.”

HIT ‘EM WHERE THEY LIVE.

Let’s be real: people are not walking around with their phone in their face while they’re shopping. The
likelihood of them seeing your ad while they’re checking out your competitor’s merchandise is pretty low.
You need to reach your audience in the places where they actually spend their time.
Normal geofencing doesn’t do this. Our rooftop targeting does.
We deliver ads to literally any connected device your audience might use, both inside and outside
your targeting nets. And none of those obnoxious pre-roll ads that everyone hates—we focus on
high-quality impressions that drive real interest.

LITERALLY ANY CONNECTED DEVICE!

Smart Phones

Desktop

Mobile

Connected TV

Streaming Devices

Gaming Consoles

THIS IS
DIGITAL
MARKETING.
SMARTER.
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info@thepowerofai.com
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